
  

George   Carver   
Life   Transitions   Coach   

gcarver2@gmail.com     415-497-3584   
  

   

Experience   for   yourself   the   
transformative   nature   of   inside-out   
coaching.   Two   Complementary   
Coaching   Sessions   for   attendees   of   
“Overcoming   Toxic   People   and   
Family   Members”.    (Value   $450)     

  
People   who   choose   to   work   with   me   share   at   least   one   thing   in   common:   they   have   a   
strong   desire   to   find   the   freedom   to   be   wholly,   powerfully   themselves   in   both   their   
professional   and   personal   lives.   When   we   work   together,   they   learn   how   to   manifest   
their   goals   and   dreams   from   a   place   of   purpose,   connection,   and   wellbeing.   My   clients   
come   from   many   walks   of   life--executives,   entrepreneurs,   parents,   and   artists.   Of   late,   
I’m   taking   a   special   interest   in   supporting   those   going   through   life   transitions   such   as   
retirement,   divorce,   and   life-threatening   illness   such   as   cancer.   
  

Those   who   work   with   me   get   a   skilled   guide   with   coaching   expertise   and   rich   life   
experience   to   guide   them   to   a   fulfilling   life   of   purpose,   abundance,   and   love,   both   in   their   
personal   and   professional   lives.   
  

Passionately   Committed     
A   thread   that   runs   throughout   my   professional   and   family   life   has   been   a   love   of   serving   
others.   For   many   years,   I   ignored   this   call   within   me   to   serve,   until   ten   years   ago   a   
series   of   business   and   health   crises   steered   me   towards   becoming   a   professional   
coach.    Since   then,   I   have   helped   hundreds   of   people   find   their   own   unique   path   to   
accomplishment   and   satisfaction.   Part   of   my   practice   is   devoted   to   pro-bono   coaching   
for   parolees   and   others   without   the   means   for   paid   coaching.   

  
Professional   Credentials   
I   have   two   coaching   credentials   (Clarity   Coaching,   the   Strozzi   Institute),   advanced   
degrees   in   both   business   and   creative   writing,   and   over   thirty   years   of   business   
experience.   I   continue   to   receive   coaching   myself,   currently   with   Dominic   Scaffidi   and   
Michael   McDonald.   Past   teachers   and   mentors   include   George   &   Linda   Pransky,   Dr   
Dicken   Bettinger,   Michael   Neill,   Wyn   Morgan,   and   Chip   Chipman.   I   also   studied   improv   
and   improvisational   theater   for   sixteen   years.   I   have   two   grown   children   and   a   thirty   year   
marriage,   and   have   lived   in   Northern   California   for   over   thirty   years   with   my   wife,   Kathy.   
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